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our design sensibility

vintage but playful
  
Spinster Sisters Co. has a vintage sensibility that leans heavily on early letterpress packaging from the late 1800’s 
and early 1900’s. The designs are formal, symmetrical, and traditional. We use playful language and pops of color to 
incorporate an ironic sense of irreverance. 

• Black and white logo and packaging is reminiscent of traditional printing methods. 
• We employ vintage stock photography in our promotions and packaging, aiming for photos taken in 1880 - 1945. 
• Playful sayings and quotes like “Rub It, Scrub It, Love It” and “Butter It Up!” keep things contemporary. 

minimal but decorative
  
Look at a Spinster Sisters Co. Bath Soap box. Every inch of negative space on the box is filled with decorative 
elements, and yet, the primarily black and white design uses symmetry and sparse language to avoid overwhelming 
the consumer. 

natural materials
  
• We reflect the purity of our ingredients and botanicals by incorporating plant life into our photography. 
• Our soaps are colored with plant and mineral based dyes. Likewise, the pops of color on our packaging are inspired 
by the clear, bright but slightly pastel or transparent colors that result in our soap bars. 
• We prefer to use traditional, natural-feeling materials like glass, wood, metal, and rough, cream colored papers 
when possbile. 



our logo

The center marker for our logo is the 
three pointed finial above the N. The red 
line in the example below shows the 
center of the rectangular area with the 
logo properly aligned.  

The curved scrolls around the S can be 
overlapped by surrounding design 
elements. Otherwise, the entire logo 
should be shown at all times. 

When absolutely necessary, the logo can 
be simplified to use just the ‘S’ as in our 
favicon and Bath Bomb stamp. Never use 
‘SS’ because it’s reminiscent of Nazi 
Germany (yikes)!



fonts - packaging

engraversgothicbt
ENGRAVERSGOTHICBT

Used for subtitles, our address and phone number, and our 
website & ingredient lists when small type is necessary (~less 
than 5 pt.) because other fonts would become illegible or look 
too cluttered. Do not use sentence case with this font; either use 
in all lowercase or all caps. When typing numbers, reduce font 
size of numbers to match letter size. 

spinster sisters co.
908 12th st.
golden, co 80401

soaps · lotions · soaks · salves

Archer Book · Archer Medium 
Archer Semibold · Archer Bold
Used for paragraphs and our address. Never used on the front of 
our labels or for titles, subtitles or headings. A heavier font 
weight can be used to emphasize a section within a paragraph, 
like in the example below.

Ingredients: Soy wax, shea and cocoa butters, jojoba oil, and 
essential or fragrance oil (pthalate, sulfate and paraben free.) 

1- 844 - spinster

engravrsromanbt 

Used for our website name and other applications in letterpress 
packaging. Used in lowercase with tracking added to space out 
letters and capitalization added by changing font size of the first 
letter of the word. 

spinstersistersco.com

engravers mt bold

Used for titles and headings in bold weight.  On product labels, 
only used for product name on the front of the label. We do not 
use this font in regular weight. 

BROTHERS OT BOLD (capitalized)
brothers ot bold (lowercase) 

Used  for titles, headings and product names and scents both on 
the front and back of packaging. Should not be used in sentence 
case, only all caps or all lowercase. Decorative º and a symbols 
added in product names. Often used in banners and labels by 
making font color white and adding a dark background. 



design elements

decorative scrolls - corners

First used in our letterpress boxes, on display case headers, and 
on business cards; later added to our 8.5 oz. Body Butter and 
Sugar Scrub labels. 

Use with or without straight lines between the scrolls. 

decorative scrolls - rounded
Featured on our Salt Soak labels. Used when the design area is 
too narrow to fit the corner scrolls. 

decorative scrolls - border
Created for our Face Cream label. 

decorative scrolls - simple
Used in pairs to fill blank spaces around small sections of text. 
See our Bath Soap and Body Butter boxes, where they are used 
on the front of the box . Can be rotated for better fit.

decorative scrolls - pointed
Used to fill negative space. See Body Butter box front.



design elements

LINE WITH DOUBLE FINIALS
Used to underline text and as a border element on our letterpress 
boxes. 

bordered boxes
Used to emphasize text, like product names on packaging. 

stand-alone finials
Used to emphasize sections of text in Engravers Gothic font. 

decorative scrolls - fancy
Bonus scroll! Cause you can never have enough. Used on flaps of 
letterpress boxes. 

engravers gothic

fancy bordered box
Used for proprietary sayings like “Rub It, Scrub It, Love It”. 

double lines
Used to separate sections of text. 



product photography

• Props: Herbs, botanicals, flower petals, sponges and seaweeds, bath accessories and towels. 
• Backgrounds: Stained wood, greenery, bathroom materials like marble, tile and stone.
• When showing naked product like a soap bar or unlidded bottle, try to include the completely packaged product 
with logo showing promiently in the photo. 


